
ARCHITECTING 
RESILIENT 
HYBRID CLOUDS
GAIN HEALTH, VISIBILITY AND ONE-CLICK AUTOMATED 
ORCHESTRATION FOR BUSINESS SERVICES

INTRODUCTION TO VRP

Enterprise environments now have many options when it comes to infrastructure due to the 
advent of cloud services. This creates a fabric of disparate gear, if there was not one already. 
The mash-up of on- and off-premise infrastructures, however, elevates business service 
resiliency challenges. For this reason, enterprises need a vendor-agnostic, heterogeneous and 
yet simple automated orchestration solution for varying SLA needs. 

Veritas Resiliency Platform meets the IT challenges of today and beyond. We know you need 
integration across platforms. We know you need a bird’s eye view of the IT ecosystem, with 
real-time visibility. We know you need to simplify resiliency operations to a single click. And if 
that list is not long enough, we know you need to maximise current investments while leaving 
room for scalability and emerging technologies.

Our solution’s unique approach, which embraces heterogeneity, enables you to achieve 
predictable business resiliency. Along the way, you will be eliminating inefficient and risky 
manual tasks. Real-time visibility and automated DR rehearsals are among the features that 
ensure compliance to business continuity mandates.

Resiliency Platform allows you to freely innovate your IT by removing the complexity in 
managing critical business service-level objectives. Your organisation can now architect and 
adopt new platforms without qualms.
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Breakdown

Objective:
Guarantee 100% uptime for 
reservation system

Challenge: 
[	Managing uptime of physical and 

virtual systems across primary 
and secondary data centres on 
opposite sides of the US

[	Manual management of 
resiliency operations

Solution: 
[	Single-click recovery locally
[	Drag-and-drop mapping of IT 

architecture 
[	Automated processes mitigate 

downtime risks, human error
[	Non-disruptive recovery testing
[	Application-aware recovery 

platform

USE CASE 1

Sorry, please try again later

No one likes to be told, “the system is down”, when 
booking tickets for a vacation or business trip. 
Unpredictable recovery could potentially drive 
customers to a competitor.

That is why a North American airline knew it had to 
automate its manual resiliency operations. It knew 
its customers would tolerate nothing less than 100 
percent uptime for its custom airline reservation 
system. In particular, it was looking for a solution to 
manage uptime across its primary and secondary 
data centres, which were on opposite sides of the 
country.

Single-click resiliency

As a result of implementing Veritas Resiliency 
Platform, the airline company automated all 
resiliency operations and gained predictability of 
recovery through non-disruptive DR rehearsals. 
Recovering dispersed multi-tier business services is 
now just a click away. The business no longer has to 
rely on multiple teams and stakeholders to uphold its 
resiliency strategy. 

Besides predictability and ease of use, Resiliency 
Platform also provides the airline with the flexibility 
of choosing the granularity at which it wants to drive 
recovery. 

North American airline’s reservation system 
cruises to automated resiliency operations

Find out how your business can benefit from Veritas Resiliency Platform >

https://www.veritas.com/en/aa/product/business-continuity/resiliency-platform
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USE CASE 2

Breakdown

Objective:
Meet compliance mandate for 
recovery, in spite of hybrid IT 
environment

Challenge: 
[	Manual management of 

resiliency operations
[	Hybrid IT environment

Solution: 
[	Seamless integration with 

existing environment
[	Orchestrated and automated 

recovery between virtual and 
physical farms 

[	Hypervisor-based replication
[	Database-aware recovery

Insurance Provider Needs DR Assurance

One would associate words like assurance and 
dependability with the insurance industry. Those 
words, however, would not have described the business 
continuity strategy of a Singapore-based insurance 
provider prior to its adoption of Veritas Resiliency 
Platform. Its resiliency operations were being managed 
manually, exposing the organisation to downtime risks 
and mistakes caused by human error.

Resilient hybrid environment

A three-weeklong proof of concept in the insurer’s 
environment convinced it that Resiliency Platform 
was the right choice. 

The proof of concept assured the company that 
Veritas’ solutions seamlessly integrate into existing 
environments, mitigating rip-and-replace efforts. 
It also demonstrated Veritas’ ability to reduce 
storage costs by leveraging its hypervisor-based 
storage agnostic replication technology. This ease of 
integration meant the organisation did not have to be 
locked into expensive and rigid hardware replication 
investments. 

When fully implemented, the full-fledged solution 
will orchestrate and automate recovery processes 
between the virtual and physical farms housed within 
its two data centres. 

Built-in data replication enables the insurer to adhere 
to its compliance mandate. Database aware recovery 
with support for native database log shipping further 
streamlines the firm’s recovery processes. 

Singapore insurance provider turns to Veritas for 
uptime assurance

https://www.veritas.com/en/aa/product/business-continuity/resiliency-platform
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USE CASE 3

Breakdown

Objective:
Cut power outages to less than 59 
minutes

Challenge: 
[	To comply with government 

regulations for the uptime 
of mission-critical business 
services that serve the local 
population

Solution: 
[	Resiliency Platform and 

InfoScale orchestrate recovery 
of mission-critical apps with high 
availability

[	Failover for mission-critical apps 
[	Real-time visibility into 

application health and recovery 
readiness

Who turned off the lights?

When the power goes out, businesses lose money 
and people lose their cool, in more ways than one.  
Which is why an American utility company, the 
largest in its state, knew it had to get its act together. 
It could not guarantee that if and when an outage 
occurs, it would last less than 59 minutes. Why 59 
minutes? Because an outage longer than that has to 
be reported to the state’s Public Utility Commission.

Power up

Veritas designed an easy-to-use resilient business 
service architecture after helping the utility company 
identify and map the apps that needed failover. This 
ensured that an app outage would last no more than 
59 minutes.

Next, the utility company added Veritas Resiliency 
Platform to its existing Veritas solution, InfoScale. 
Together, these apps enabled the utility company to 
orchestrate recovery of its mission-critical apps with 
high availability. The solution does this through real-
time visibility into application health and recovery 
readiness. As a result, the company can now comply 
with DR requirements.

American utility company meets regulatory 
demands with a predictable recovery solution

Read more about Veritas Resiliency Platform >

https://www.veritas.com/en/aa/product/business-continuity/resiliency-platform

